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Foreword

To Virginia Teachers :

In presenting these few simple projects, taken from the regular

work in our training schools, it is with the hope that they may sug-

gest other and better projects for you to work out in your own local-

ities.

Our projects are purposely simple because we wish our student

teachers to feel able to carry on the work in schools where they may
have no supervision. We also hope that these may tempt the older

teacher, experienced in the more formal type of work, to cautiously

branch out into the more informal method. Once the step is taken,

interest and enthusisam grow.

We believe in the project because it socializes the work; because

it leads to individual initiative ; because it develops leadership and
intelligent following; and because it helps the child to measure him-
self. In fact we are working with the hope that it may make better

citizens of our children.

As a caution to all beginners in project work may we suggest

to keep the Course of Study well in mind, guiding the problem so

that the minimum essentials will be taught, and, to be sure that the

child is led to self-drill so that the fundamentals will be thoroughly

mastered. Then, we shall keep all that is valuable in the older

methods while we add the inspiration and broader activities of the

newer.

Respectfully submitted

Ida Lacey,
Supervisor of Elementary Teacher Training.

Entered as second class matter April 12, 1915, at the Post Office, at

Fredericksburg, Va., under the Act of August 24, 1912.

Acceptance for mailing at special rate of postage provided for in

Section 1103, Act of October 3, 1917, authorized July 18, 1918.



ESKIMO PROJECT

First and Second Grades Campus Training School

I. Situation. The Christmas work had just been completed.

There was a conversation about how the holidays had been spent,

toys received, etc. This led to a discussion of the snowstorm during

the holidays, of the winter sports and games, leading up to a talk of

the people who live in the North and have snow a great part of the

year.

The Children decided that they would like to learn more about

the life of the Eskimo and that they could show the life of them on

:

(a) Sandtable

(b) On a Poster

(c) Blackboard border

(d) In a picture booklet with stories.

II. Opportunities Utilised.

(a) Language Work
(b) Nature Study
(c) Art
(d) Reading
(e) Physical Education
(f) Music

(g) Writing
(h) Spelling

(i) Arithmetic

III. Minimum Essentials Covered in the project.

(a) Language Work

1. Oral discussions based on a set of National Geogra-
phic Eskimo pictures. Discussion on a collection

of baskets, ivory totem pole pictures, jewelry

and other curios from Alaska.

2. Short stories composed by the group and writ-

ten on the board by the teacher to be copied for

the Eskimo booklet.

3. Sentence sense, margin indentation, punctua-
tion and capitalization taught incidently.

4. Stories told and read to children from "Eskimo
Twins" by Perkins, "Eskimo Stories" by Smith.



5. Better speech campaign, checking up on every day
speech through their stories, language games,
checking on each other's English.

6. Poems. "Foreign Children," by R. L. Stevenson,

"The Lady Moon"

b. Nature Study

a. Animals of the North
1. Eskimo dogs
2. Reindeer
3. Bears
4. Seals

b. Ice and Snowflakes

c. Skv Studies

1. Northern lights

2. Stars—big dipper

3. Moon
4. Eclipse of Sun

d. Winter Clothing

Fur and Wool

(c) Art

Paper cutting, tearing, drawing and clay modeling.

1. Eskimo Village on the Sandtable. Paper cutouts

of animals. Clay animals, igloos, canoes and Es-
kimos.

2. Eskimo blackboard border, free-hand cutting and
paper tearing showing Eskimo life and animals

studied.

3. Eskimo booklet, collection of pictures brought in,

and stories written about Eskimo life.

4. Original winter scenes worked out with paper

cutting and crayons.

(d) Reading
"Eskimo Twins" by Perkins

"Eskimo Stories" by Smith
"Winter Stories" from La Rue Books
"Winter Stories" from Every Day Classics

(e) Writing and Spelling

Wr
riting stories which have been developed in

Language.
Special stress on the correct formation of letters.

Learning to write and spell the new words.



(f) Music
Individual work with listeners. Songs from Hollis

Dann Book T and II.

"Snowflakes"
"Little Eskimo"
"Little New Year"
"Way up North in the Land of Snow"

(g) Physical Education
Story Plays

Snow Games
Eskimo Games

January 1925

Student Teachers,

Velma McNeal
Alma Hite

Kathryn Day
Betty Morecock.

Supervising Teacher.

Esther Maakestad,

FOURTH GRADE CAMPUS TRAINING SCHOOL

Dairying.

Situation: The study of Piedmont Virginia by the group.

This had been done by taking an imaginary automobile trip

through this section.

The chief aim was to compare the differences noticed between

this trip and their imaginary trip by boat through Tidewater Vir-

ginia.

Opportunities Utilized. Stopped at different towns after an
all day trip. Discussed what we had noticed during the day. The
special thing seemed to be the beautiful fields for grazing and the cows
in these fields.

Since there were so many cows, for what were they used?

Geography. Trip to model dairy where whole system was ex-

plained.

Trip to creamery where the whole process from receiving milk,

to preparing for wholesale and retail shipping was explained, also

making of ice-cream and butter.

Language. Oral discussion

:

Reports made by class.



Paragraphs for books.

Nature Study. Cow and live products were studied.

Soil necessary for grazing was studied.

Hygiene. Sanitation of dairy and creamery.

Tested cows for "T. B."

Arithmetic. Problems on cost of running a dairy were given.

Amount of money received for selling, giving amount of cream,

milk, butter and ice-cream was utilized.

Denominate numbers stressed.

Art. Materials were brought in for individual books which
the cfcas made, following the Course of Study in Geography.

Pictures pasted in books. Arrangement emphasized.

The completed project consisted in a general idea of dairying and
the dependence of one thing upon another to make it a success.

Beryl B. Willis,

Supervising Teacher.

Madelyne Carpenter,

Louise Lankford,
Student Teachers.

Project. An Imaginary Trip on the Lower Mississippi River.

Situation. January. Having completed a study of the Atlantic

Seaboard, the children of the fifth grade were ready to take up the

study of the Mississippi Valley.

I. Purpose of Project.

Child's. In a general discussion it was decided that the class

would take an imaginary trip up the Mississippi River, recording

their experiences in a booklet to be presented to the fourth grade to

use in their work next year.

Teacher's. To give the children a clear idea of life in the lower

Mississippi Valley, the products, occupations and customs of the

people.

II. Planning the trip. From a study of the map it was decided

to take a boat trip from New Orleans to Cairo, with stop-overs at

Vicksburg and Memphis. The teacher wrote to the Chamber of Com-
merce of the above-named cities for information. The class was then

divided into groups for individual reports, the following references

being given

:

Advertising Matter, Fry and Attwood's Geography, Smith's

Human Geography, McMurry and Parkin's Geography, the Men-
tor and North America, by Carpenter.
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III. Execution of the plan.

Individual reports of the pupils, supplemented by the teacher.

1. The River Boats

2. The Mississippi Delta

3. New Orleans

4. Levees

5. Jetties

6. Vicksburg
7. Memphis
8. Cairo

9. A side trip up the Red River.

After the oral discussions, short compositions were written

and placed in the booklet with appropriate illustrations, one page be-

ing given to the preface and another to the table of contents.

Opportunities Utilized.

1. Geography. An intensive study of the lower Mississippi

Vallev.

2. Languaoe. Oral and written composition, letters written by
the children thanking the Chambers of Commerce for the information

sent them.

.3 Spellina. Words needed for written composition.

4. Art. Sketch of delta, water colored outlined map, lettering

of cities and products, arrangement of pictures and written compos-
itions in the booklet.

Judging the project.

1. From the child's standpoint.

The children felt the keenest satisfaction in the finished product.

2. From the teacher's standpoint.

Besides the knowledge gained in subject matter, the children

worked with a definite purpose, there was an opportunity for the

developement of initiative in the selection of material, and they had
a greater appreciation and understanding of the life and customs of

other people.

Time. Two weeks with additional "between-rceitation" periods

for copying compositions and mounting pictures.

Mrs. Helen Carmichael,

Supervising Teacher.

Miss Virginia Davis,

Student Teacher.



Reading Party

Situation.

The following plan was worked out in the primary department

of the Lee Hill Rural Training School. It includes the activities of

the first three grades, with an enrollment at that time, of twenty-six

pupils.

When school opened in September, we were confronted by the

usual request for home work. If granted, this would mean that prac-

tically all of the material would be familiar to the children long be-

fore needed in class, and therefore, of little interest when time came
for it to be thus handled. Knowing that the parents depended upon
this home work for checking the progress of their children, we sug-

gested holding a Reading Party some time near the end of the first

quarter.

To this party all mothers were to be especially invited, and each

child was to contribute some phase of reading. This would provide

a chance to show progress made since the opening of school. Be-
sides emphasizing the reading, much practical work would be done in

other related subjects.

The children were enthusiastic in planning and working out the

details of the party, and the project worked out satisfactorily to all

concerned.

Opportunities Utilised.

1. Reading, a. Silent—Much excellent practice done in fol-

lowing written or printed directions for the many activities connect-

ed with the party.

Much reading done before choosing any of the stories to be
used for the party.

Silent reading as preparation for different stories selected to

be retold, read, or dramatized.

b. Oral—Good practice in oral reading (group work) before

children could be chosen to handle this phase of project.

Some oral reading done as preparation for dramatizations or

reproductions.

2. Language.

Oral—The following activities served as topics for oral com-
position.

a. Planning date and hour for party.

b. Planning invitation.
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c. Type and composition of program.

d. Refreshments.
Menu.
How served.

e. Behavior towards each other and guests while entertaining

(correlated with community study).

f. Decorations.

1. What to use

2. Where obtained

3. Amount needed

^.Nature Study. Holly.

a. Where obtained

b. How it should be cut.

4. Writing. Copying invitations.

5. Music. Choosing and practicing suitable songs.

Minimum Essentials.

1. Reading.

Grade I. Dramatization.

The Three Bears.

Oral reading. Baby Ray and His Pets.

Grade II.

Puppet show. The Elves and the Shoemaker.
Oral reading. The Monkey and the Elephant.

Grdae III.

Reproduction. The Ugly Duckling.

Oral reading. The Three Wishes.

2. Language.

a. Oral

—

planning.

(1) Date and hour for party—December 12, 1924.

(2) Invitation (see writing).

(3) Program (see written language).

(4) Decorations—holly.

b. Written.

(1) Invitations (see writing).

(2) Program.
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a. Cradle Hymn. Schumann Herict, Victrola.

b. Dramatization. The Three Bears, Grade I.

c. Baby Ray and His Pets, Grade I.

d. Song. Blacksmith,

e. Reproduction. The Ugly Duckling, Grade III.

f. Oral Reading. The Three Wishes.

g. Song. Elf Man.
h. Oral Reading. The Monkey and the Elephant. Grade II.

i. Puppet Show. Elves and the Shoemaker. Grade II.

j. March, Victrola.

k. Refreshments, Animal Crackers.

3. Writing.

Dear Mother,
Please come to our Readme' Party next Friday after-

noon at two o'clock.

From

:

4. Spelling—words of invitation.

5. Nature Study. Holly for decoration.

a. Right quantity.

b. Properly cut.

6. Music.

a. Blacksmith.

b. Elf Man.
7. Community Study.

a. Arrangement of room.

b. Behavior during party.

"Between—recitation periods."

Group work.

1. Much drill was needed and given in handling the mechanics

of reading.

2. Numbers of stories were read and discussed in part, or

wholly, before choices could be made for reproduction, dramatiza-

tion, or puppet show.

3. All practicing was done in groups, often independent of the

teacher.

4. Stage, scenery, and characters for the puppet show were

made by groups.

Individual Work—
1. Preparation for individual parts.

2. Writing invitation.

Student teachers—
Grade I Miss Ruby Williams.

Grade II Miss Dorothy Chandler.

Grade III Miss Dolly Kidd.

Supervising teacher for primary grades, Miss Elinor L. Hayes.
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DOES DAIRYING PAY?

Situation. The grammar grade room of Lee Hill Training* School

consists of 4-5-6-7 grades with an enrollment of thirty-three. Only 6th

and 7th grades with an enrollment of fifteen participated in the activ-

ities mentioned in this record.

Shortly after school work commenced in September, prepara-

tions began on the farm across the road from the school for the

establishment of a dairy herd. The incidental discussion which

arose was carefully directed until it took the form of a definite pro-

blem : ""Does Dairying Pay?" The seventh grade class in Arithmetic

undertook to decide the question. Interest in the subject carried over

into the English class which was composed of both 6th and 7th

grades. The 6th grade thus found itself involved in the solution of

the dairy problem.

O p portunities Utilized.

Arithmetic. Qualities of farsightedness in planning.

Attention to details and assurance of accuracy in computing

costs and probable returns.

Qualities of judgment in land prices and corresponding soil pro-

ductiveness.

Securing of real estate lists and other descriptive material.

Final purchase of imaginary farm of 250 acres in Valley of

Virginia.

Laying out of fields ; measurements.
Comparison of advantages in building up a good dairy herd

with those of buying large number of high priced cows.

Visits to established dairy farm, bank and creamery.

Visit to nearby barn under construction, for purpose of learn-

ing; kinds and costs of building materials used.

Cost and expense of upkeep of machinery.

Comparison of cost and construction of different types of silos.

Cost of care, feeding and housing of dairy cows.

Proportions of different types of feeds to be combined for bal-

anced rations.

English. English was closeb/ correlated with the Arithmetic.

Much of the discussion which was necessary to the solution of the

main problem was taken up during this period.

Much group work outside of the recitation period took place

with corresponding demand for leadership.

Courtesy and respect for other's opinions were developed.

Values of accuracy and completeness of statement were brought
out.

Oral reports were made to the class on topics undertaken for

study by individual members.
A debate on the question : ""Resolved, that Virginia is a better
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place to live in than Kentucky," resulted from differences of opinion

on the part of members of the group. The affirmative side won and
the project continued, centered around the imaginary farm, "Moun-
tain View," located in the Valley of Virginia.

From time to time written reports were made for the local

paper. A final written report was sent to the sixth and seventh

grades of the Falmouth Training School with a request for a similar

report from them recounting interesting activities in which they

had engaged.

Art. After the purchase of the imaginary farm took place,

plans were made for the reproduction of the farm in miniature. A
piece of beaver board A J/2 feet by 4 feet was secured. Lack of room
space would not permit a horizontal placing of the farm, so it was
fastened upon the wall.

Fields were laid out.

Illustrations of farm buildings secured and selections were made
by the group.

Values of suitability and beauty of design were stressed.

Illustrations of crops grown in fields were secured.

Illustrations were placed as desired and remainder of farm, in-

cluding woodland, done in water colors.

Writing. The best writer was selected by the group to act as

secretary for the class.

Brief but careful written records were made of each day's pro-

gress by individual members on which to base the next day's pro-

cedure.

Much blackboard writing was done by members of the class

as well as by the secretary.

Agriculture. Comparison of dairy types.

Judging of a dairy cow. At the dairy farm visited as mentioned

(see Arithmetic Opportunities), a demonstration lesson in judging

of dairy cows was given by a graduate of the Agricultural College,

University of Maryland.
A demonstration in testing milk was given at the creamery vis-

ited for the instruction of the groups.

Explanations were made by the manager of the dairy farm of

crops and acreage necessary according to the size of the herd.



Minimum Essentials, Seventh Grade Arithmetic.

Saving, Investing, Borrozving.

a. Savings accounts.

b. Real estate.

c. Notes.

1. Promissory.

2. Collateral.

3. Mortgages.

d. Business communication.
1. Express money orders.

2. Postoffice money orders.

3. Checks.

4. Drafts.

5. Telegrams.

a. Messages.

b. Day and night letters.

Arithmetic , Minimum Essentials , Sixth Grade.

Measurements.
a. Square.

b. Linear,

c. ' Cubic.

d. Liquid.

e. Dry.

f. Board.

Problems pertaining to farm.
a. Painting.

b. Lumber.
c. Roofing.

d. Flooring.

e. Excavating.

f. Fencing.

English. Oral and written composition.

a. Sentence structure (clear, concise, complete).

b. Paragraph formation (topic sentences stressed).

c. Enlargement of speaking and writing vocabulary.

d. Knowledge of proper written form for debate.

e. Advantages in oral delivery of debate

:

1. Good enunciation.

2. Freedom from grammatical errors.

3. Variety of expression.
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Art
Balance.

Spacing.

Proportion

Color harmony.
Design.

Agriculture
Kinds of soil.

Types of dairy buildings.

Kinds and quantity of feeds for dairy cows.
Care and handling of dairy cows.
Good points of a dairy cow.

Student Teachers for the quarter in which the project was car-

ried out :,

Elsie Minor.
Mary Alice Spiilman.

Elsie Page.

Florence Dickerson.

Ruby Lee Blaydes.

Supervising teacher

Ruth Gray Ferris.

DUTCH PROJECT
Fifth Grade—Training School.

Spring Term 1924.

1. Situation. This work was begun in Geography and His-

tory. The pupils were studying the region known as the Atlantic

Seaboard, as outlined in the syllabus. When we came to New York
the pupils were greatly interested in the Dutch Stories connected

with its settlement. They decided to make a special study of the

Dutch and New York.
II. Opportunities Utilised. Geography—History.

1. Map Study. On an outline map of the United States

the pupils located New York, Buffalo, Albany, Niagara Falls,

Hudson River, Erie Canal, Great Lakes and surrounding- cities

of importance.

2. European background.

Dutch.
1. Character of people.

2. Physical characteristics of country.
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3. Domestic trade.

4. Industrial characteristics.

5. Events leading up to settlement in America.

Problem
1. Why did the Dutch decide to make a settlement in the

New World?
2. What opportunities did the New World offer the Eu-

ropeans ?

3. Why did the Dutch send Henry Hudson to make set-

tlement for them?
4. Compare the surface of New York with that of Hol-

land.

5. Whv was the name "New Amsterdam" changed to

"New York."
New York City

Problem
Why has New York become a leading city of the World?
1. Location.

2. Communication and transportation.

3. Industries.

4. History.

(1) Founding of New Amsterdam.
a. Rule of Peter Stuyvesant.

b. Patroon System.

c. English in possession.

d. Change of name to New York.

(2) Growth to present day.

(3) Points of interest today.

References—
History of American People—Beard and Bagley.
Our Republic—Chandler.
Our Ancestors in Europe—Hall.

Frye-Atwood New Geography.
Child Life in New Amsterdam Colonies.

Irving's Tales :

Rip Van Winkle.
The Headless Horseman.

Historical Society New York City.

Delaware—Hudson Railroad Company.
Views and history of Tarrytown.

The Maid of Maiden Lane
The Belle of Bowling Green

Language

I. Oral
1. Picture stories.

15
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2. One pupil told of her visit to Holland. Title : A Street

in Amsterdam.
3. After reading several Dutch stories the class decided

to dramatize "Rio Van Winkle" Electing their own leader,

they discussed the story. Characters were chosen and
preparations were made for writing the play.

II. Written—
1. Each group had a representative to write to places for

information.

2. Three-act play "Rip Van Winkle," was written.

III. Poem.
The Leak in the Dyke.

IV. Stories,

Hansel and Gretel.

Hero of Holland.

Arithmetic

Problems.
1. Comparison of population of New York with other

leading cities.

2. Comparison of growth from 1660 to 1920.

3. Discussion of cost of dairy products.

4. Estimate of cost of tunnel under Hudson River.

Fine Arts.

I. Picture Study.

1. Dutch pictures—Rembrandt.
2. Lantern Slides.

II. Painting.

Dutch landscapes.

III. Cut Work.
Book covers for play.

[V. Sandtable.

1. Dutch Village.

2. Dutch Garden.

V. Costumes Studied.

Industrial Arts.

Windmills were made to use in play.

Writing
Requirements for good penmanship were carried out in

writing letters for information and writing the

play.

Music.

Songs.

1. The Dutch Garden.
2. The Dairy Maids.

3. Rip Van Winkle.

4. America.
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Physical Education. Games and Dances used in the play.

Minimum Essentils Covered in Project.

Geogra phy—H ist ory.

New York City and Vicinity.

Used Syllabus as guide.

Language.
Oral and Written Language.

Stories.

Poems.
Technicalities.

Correct Speech.

Arithmetic.

decimal fractions—were used ni finding cost of dairy

products.

decimal fractions were used in finding cost of

dairy products.

Handzvork.
Book covers.

Posters.

Painting.

Writing.
Posture.

Arm movement.
Letter formation.

Neatness.

Music.
1. Appreciation.

2. Singing (Tone quality.)

3. Technicalities.

Physical Education.
Games.
Dances.

Spelling.

Study of words

:

Common words.

Special words (Proper names used in written work).
Necessary abbreviations.

Technical terms.

"Between—Recitation Periods" Utilized.

Group Work.
1. Arranging sand table.

2. Making windmills.

3. Practicing parts in play.

Individual Work.
1. Reading Dutch Stories.

2. Writing letters to places for material.

3. Making posters.
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Conclusion.

The play "Rip Van Winkle" was given in the college audi-

torium. The public was invited.

Supervising Teacher.

May Belle Franklin.

Student Teachers.

Florence Fitts.

Julia Burton.

Dorothv Louder.

Viola Hitt.

FREDERICKSBURG CITY SCHOOL 1924.

I. Situation.

The Seventh Grade was studying interest, investing money and

safe investments. A discussion of Real Estate and its possibilities

brought two questions to be answered. What kind of Real Estate

sells best in our community? How is property improved? In

working out these two problems the children decided to buy a house

and lot and improve it just as they would like to for a home. Mak-
ing an attractive and desirable home developed from the project.

II. Opportunities Utilized

1. Nature Study.

2. Arithmetic.

3. Reading.

4. Language.

5. Writing.

6. Fine Arts.

7. Manual Arts.

1. Nature Study. (Selection of lot with house)

a. Natural advantages.

(1) Lay of ground.

(2) Exposure to sun and wind.

b. Work to be done.

( 1 ) grading.

(2) Selecting trees.

(a) Planting—where?
(b) Use of cuttings.

(c) Pruning.

(d) Fertilizer.

(3) Selecting shrubs.

(a) Planting—where?
(b) Use of cuttings.
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(c) Pruning.

(d) Fertilizer.

(4) Flower beds.

(a) Placing.

(b) Kinds of flowers.

(1) Annuals.

(3) Attractive beds.

(2) Perennials,

color scheme.

planting according to size.

(5) Porch boxes
(a) How constructed.

(b) Where placed.

(c) Suitable soil.

(d) Plants for boxes.

Problems.

1. How should land be graded?
II. What are the best trees to plant? Where?
III. How should my shrubs be placed?

IV. According to size of lot, where and how large should flow-

er beds be?

V. What grass seed? How much? How to test? How to

care for.

VI. Why one flower bed is more attractive than another?

VII. Are attractive porch boxes expensive?

2. Arithmetic.

Finding value of Real Estate in this locality.

Borrowing money.
Amount of interest.

Giving a note.

Estimating size of land.

Grading and excavating.

Cost of trees from nursery.

Cost of native trees from this locality.

Workmanship.
Wages of laborer.

Number of men needed.

Time to do work needed.

Cost of pruning and spraying.

Cost of fertilizer.

Size of walks and paths, flower beds, boxes.

Cost of grass.

Cost of shrubs.

Cost of plants.

Comparison in value of lot at purchase price and cost of im-

provements with the lot after improved. Value as a home.

3. Reading.

Silent

Reference material.
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Oral

Information for gruop reports

4. Language
Oral

Much free discussion.

Reports of committee on information gained from persons

in business.

Written
Letters written for material.

Note book, definite directions.

Graded on

:

Subject matter.

English.

Form.
Spelling.

Penmanship.
Technicalities

All mistakes used for corrective English lessons. Use of text

to prove incorrect and to select correct forms. Much work was done
in the following

:

Tense of verbs.

Comparison of adjectives and adverbs.

Suitable prepositions.

Composition.

Punctuation.

Sentence structure.

(5) Spelling

Misspelled words listed for drill.

Much use of dictionary.

(6) Writing
Rules for good penmanship observed in all written work.

(7) Fine Arts
Lot drawn to scale, one inch representing 10 feet. Com-

plete drawing for notebook showing lot before and aft-

er improvement.

(8) Manual Arts
Made flower boxes. (Shop work).

References—
Agricultural Bulletins from Washington.
Home and Garden Magazine.

Trees of Virginia, Chapin Jones.

Bulletins from Blacksburg.

Pupil Teachers
Nell Price.

June Haught.
Elizabeth Soltes.

Helen Blue.

Supervising Teacher
M. Josephine Jerrell.
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